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By 2019, according to the Harvard Business Review, it's estimated 
that global spending on media is expected to reach $2.1 trillion. 

But is all that money effective in producing improved ROI? 

Without knowing which channels are driving sales, or more 
specifically, which individual efforts are working, marketing 
spending is like a….. 

…..black box
Source: Harvard Business Review July 25, 2017



Another critical topic regarding marketing 
spend is Multi-Touch Attribution (MTA)

A challenge for Consumer Packaged Goods is that 
sales still occur 80-90% off-line limiting the 
means to trace back and assign proper credit to 
different channels

The lens providing visibility into CPG 
attribution today - getting us 90% there 
- is cross channel lift measurement



Penetration growth 

The cross channel media analysis 
leveraged for our case study is a CPG food 
brand  

Campaign Details

Campaign/Analysis 
Objectives

$12.2MM Spend; $10MM TV + $2.2MM Digital
Digital 364MM impressions, 16 week campaign

1) Drive penetration, 2) Maximize synergy of cross 
channel and 3) Identify opportunities mid-campaign 



Collect media exposure data at the 
household level via an IRI partner

Send exposure data to IRI matching partner to 
create a common HH ID and load into IRI 
Frequent Shopper Program sales database

Identify non-exposed households to comprise the 
control group matched to the exposed group on 
ProScores™ and category spend 

Calculate descriptive statistics on media 
delivery and consumer behavior

Analyze uplift due to media exposure across key 
metrics such as sales, penetration, and occasions 
via ANCOVA methodology

Extrapolate uplift to the total United States from 
sample population via statistical adjustments and 
calculate ROAS

Exposed HHs IRI FSP HHs Test HHs Control HHs

Cross channel measurement links exposure 
data to offline sales at the household level 



Individual TV and digital exposure 
files are combined a single cross-
channel total campaign dataset

We are able to calculate lift by each 
individual channel as well as the 

impact of multi-channel exposures 
and their potential synergies

Households are classified based on 
their exposure to one or both channels 
and are matched to a control that has 
not been exposed to either channel

Grouping households by channel(s) of 
exposure enables within and across channel 
measurement



FSP | We leverage 350MM Frequent Shopper loyalty 
cards in our models, as it allows us to look at test and 
control household behavior across our four key metrics 
before, during and after the campaign period

NCP | We compare our pre and post-period test and 
control data to the national consumer panel (110K 
households) to confirm FSP data is representative. 

POS | Point of Sale data is used to weight the lift 
results for each channel.  Causal data (store size, 
pricing, display, merchandising) is leveraged in the 
model to control for variables driving sales in store that 
aren't associated with the media

POSNCP

FSP

Multiple data sources ignite the 
strength of this methodology 

3rd
Party

3rd Party   Experian/Liveramp for non PII common ID,  
Publisher cookie and mobile ID's, comScore/Alphonso 
digital and TV exposure data

|



Solving for sufficient sample size can be a 
challenge

Feasibility determines sample size expectations
and if there is opportunity to measure a statistically significant lift 

(assuming an impact occurs)

Penetration - What is the percent of households that purchase the analysis product?
Campaign Length - Is the campaign long enough to capture a purchase cycle?

Impressions/Reach - What are the campaign goals and are they realistic?

Campaign Feasibility 
What is the expected exposed universe once files are combined 

Critical step prior to campaign begins  



MATCHING VARIABLES MATCHING PERCISION APPROACH

ProScore: A propensity distribution 
metric, containing over 2000 variables 
(e.g. income, age, gender etc.) that looks 
at 52 weeks of data grouping each 
household into deciles 

Pre Campaign: Compares category and 
product Penetration, Trips and Purchases 
vs. 52 week pre period 

Retailer Distribution:  Adjusts for 
assortment and promotional differences

FOR EVERY EXPOSED HOUSEHOLD 
WE FIND MATCH AGAINST OUR 

VARIABLES AND BUCKET FOR THE 
TOTAL CONTROL

Total Control

ProScore

Retailer 
Dist.

Pre 
Campaign

The process for defining test and control 
allows for high level of accuracy; average of 
98.4% sensitivity



Model A:
Penetration

Model B: 
Frequency

Model C: 
Size

Model
Form

Logistical regression, 
Hierarchical linear models

Poisson regression, 
Hierarchical linear models

Gamma distribution GLM, 
Hierarchical linear models

Dependent 
Variable HH Penetration # unique purchase occasions $ spent during each 

purchase occasion

Causal 
Variables

Pre-campaign behavior, base and 
promoted price, merchandising

Pre-campaign behavior, campaign 
exposure, HH characteristics

Pre-campaign behavior, campaign 
exposure, base & promoted price

Outcome Probability of a household
purchasing due to campaign

Increase in number of brand 
purchase occasions 

due to campaign

Increase in $ spent on brand 
per purchase occasion 

due to campaign

Rigorous three part regression model used 
to measure cross channel uplift 
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Validation conducted to minimize bias

Hold Out Sample Test and Cross Validation 

Bootstrapping

Variables selection is validated through p-value 
checks, correlation and sign checks

Covariance Adjustment

Two sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov 
test to check the matching proximity
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02

03
Cross channel impact

Mid-campaign reallocation 
opportunities

Penetration growth 

Having covered methodology let's review 
key learnings from our CPG food product 
analysis 



TV, display drove penetration while mobile 
increased purchase occasions

TV Only Online Display Mobile Only

+4.4% penetration uplift among 
households exposed to TV 

vs. unexposed control

+1.5% penetration uplift among 
households exposed to online 
display vs. unexposed control

+3.0% purchase occasion uplift 
among households exposed to 
mobile vs. unexposed control

Analysis Time Period: Campaign End + 4 week lag  (20 weeks)



While in combination with other channels 
synergy yields 2-6X that of individual 
channels

$3.26 $3.31
$7.35 $7.98

$2.69 $2.99 

$6.18 
$6.90 

$2.39 

$2.69 $2.60 

$2.93 

TV Online Display Mobile TV +
Online Display

TV +
Mobile

Online Display
+

Mobile

TV +
Online Display

+ Mobile

Multichannel Synergy$ Uplift by Channel

Analysis Time Period: Campaign End + 4 week lag  (20 weeks)



Shifting impressions within programmatic 
to higher share of animated ads mid-
campaign closed 20% performance gap by 
end of campaign

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Programmatic
Publisher 8
Publisher 7
Publisher 6
Publisher 5
Publisher 4
Publisher 3
Publisher 2
Publisher 1

% Lift by publisher
Mid-campaign

Analysis Time Periods
• Mid-Campaign 8 weeks, no lag
• Final Analysis: Campaign end + 4 week lag  (20 weeks)
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Publisher 1

% Lift by publisher
Final analysis



Client directed agency to narrow audience 
focus to top performing with mutual 
exclusivity

0 5 10 15 20 25

Demographic Family
Demographic Age
Demo/Competitor

Loyalist/High Propensity
Geo

Demographic
Demographic

Competitive
Loyalist

High propensity buyer
Switcher

% Lift by audience

0 500,000 1,000,000 1,500,000 2,000,000

# Impressions by audience

Analysis Time Period: Campaign End + 4 week lag  (20 weeks)



Drive performance by 
leveraging measurement 
tools available today

3

21

Eliminate impressions from 
duplicative or low 

performing audiences 

Changes in programmatic close a 20% 
performance gap with other publishers, 

identified mid campaign and finish at 
parity

Create penetration
growth strategies for 

mobile

Identify 
ideal cross channel

through accurate 
measurement


